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AppKiwi is a live APK downloader on your desktop, allowing you to quickly download Android apps to your PC or Mac. It also keeps your APKs in a nice library for easy use. AppKiwi was developed using the power of .js and NW.js.Huge thanks to the Node community. 1.1.31.0 September 15, 2020 Magic ChessAdded Chess Magic: Hot
Composition, Encyclopedia, SimulatorBug Patch 1.0.30.0 September 9, 2020 MagicAdded Magic ChessBug Patch 1.0.29.0 September 2, 2020 HeroAdded Review and Sharing Rating. Chat-I.P.A. in chat. Added new members to the list. Rating variable user interface based on the change of the official MLBB website. GeneralConnect the
login to Google and Facebook. 1.0.28.1 August 27, 2020 HeroAdded Hero Guest Review score. Now you can give a score and a review to your favorite or best hero. Added ban lesson in hero statistics. Additional equipment simulator icon quick entry in top1 player statistics. OtherFixed bug cause a lot of users to be banned by the system.
UX Enhancement. 1.0.28.0 August 26, 2020 HeroAdded Hero score guest score and increasing. Now you can give a score and a review to your favorite or best hero. Added ban lesson in hero statistics. Additional equipment simulator icon quick entry in top1 player statistics. OtherFixed bug cause a lot of users to be banned by the
system. Improvement UX. 1.0.27.1 August 21, 2020 Added stickers in Chat.Added GIF in the community. Added sharing to the community in the simulator. Improvement UX. 1.0.27.0 August 19, 2020 Added stickers in Chat.Added GIF in the community. Added sharing to the community in the simulator. UX Enhancement. 1.0.26.0 August
12, 2020 Added MLBB Service Center main page. Added quick chat reporting. Another mute message, sticky on top and delete and leave in group chat. Added quoted information view. A message has been moved from a message to a message list. New message type added: Feedback message: A message that ML Pocket has made to
a user's feedback. Event Message: A message that can jump to a specific web link or MLBB. Added GIF voice tutorial. Fixed a data bug that caused the main protagonist and primary role to be incompatible. 1.0.25.1 August 7, 2020 added tab to go through today/yesterday's Stats.Added beat trend rate diagram. You can switch between a
week-to-month language channel. You can click Chat to switch to other languages. Another block message in the chat. Additionally hold to the report, you can now click and hold to report a user. Improved appearance of a photo in your chat history. Added social account link. Now you can edit tags in I'm looking for.... Improve the speed
test process. Bug Fix 1.0.25.0 August 5, 2020 added a tab to go through today/yesterday's Stats.Added a rate trend diagram forever. You can switch between a week-to-month language channel. You can click Chat to switch to other languages. Another block message in the chat. Additionally hold to the report, you can now click and hold
to report a user. Improved appearance of a photo in your chat history. Added Social Link. Now you can edit tags in I'm looking for.... Improve the speed test process. Fix bugs 1.0.24.1 July 29, 2020 CommunityChange page editing post. The title and topics from the post have been removed to simplify the post process and experience. The
issue will return with a new role in the future. Wallpaper and sub-appearance of a private wallpaper page. In the new version, it doesn't seem weird any longer. Another activate button on the Voice detail page and number has been removed. It seems more obvious to play now. SocialAdded cooldown time and live member statistics in
Explore.Added nationality/gender/rating in visitor information. 1.0.23.0 July 22, 2020 Additional fold notice. Additional chat intervals Now you can copy or report the content when you click and hold the chat content. Added profile background customization. Added bio and tags in the profile. Added likes. Come and 0 other people~Added a
group preference on my Page.Add the same bug constant that causes the screen locked in group chat. 1.0.22.0 July 15, 2020 Chat:More Explorer and Match.Added private chat pop-up message. Added unread message numbers. Added back to the bottom button.CommunityChanged the location of likes and added a recent likes list in
post detail. VoiceAdded Voice renewed Mia and Yi Sun-shin.Bug fix bug fix that causes location information to disappear in post detail. Fixed a bug because the keyboard didn't pop up when replying to someone's chat. 1.0.21.0 July 8, 2020 Battlegrounds page:More daily analysis of MLBB fights. The Statistics tab has been removed from
the Battlefields page. All data has been moved to the History tab. Improvement and other changes:Improved dashboard experience on the master page. The news panel is different from the look. And another number of scrolling news from 2 to 3.Known issue:Chat experience is not as good as we expected. We're going to continue to
improve that and finish this in the next two updates. 1.0.20.0 June 30, 2020 Hero Page:New Look of Hero Handout. Added wine/ special information. My Page:More Visitors Page. Community:Select another language on the Edit Posts page. Added location information in the post. system settings:additional push notification settings.
Additional preferred language settings. UX enhancement:Additional time information in local/global chat selection.Removed in community. New/hot filter user interface changed. 1.0.19.0 June 18, 2020 Chat:Changed UI message to style.Integrated three room chat to one. General:Additional push settings in Message.Others:UX improving
and fixing bugs. 1.0.18.1 June 11, 2020 Hero:Added skill demos on hero page. Added a new hero/skins price. Added a new video user interface at the bottom of the Hero page. Voice: Japanese version added. Others: Freya's voice has been updated. Fix bugs. 1.0.18.0 June 10, 2020 Hero:Added skill demos on hero page. Added a new
hero/skins price. Added a new video user interface at the bottom of the Hero page. Voice: Japanese version added. Others: Freya's voice has been updated. Fix bugs. June 3, 2020 Added hold to reply in private/group chat. Added profile check in private chat/group Feeds of members in the Successor tab. Added daily entry and gaining
experience. A red dot reminder is added on the bottom tab. Comments/likes/message from page Me to Message.Changed the location of a chat to the bottom on the Me page. Improved script display in Voice.Fixed bug that causes some users to be unable to chat with others. 1.0.16.0 May 27, 2020 Home:Added real time ping in the top
right corner. Banners were removed on the home page. Dark mode:Added dark mode switch in settings (Android 5.0 or higher). multiple languages:selecting another language in settings. IM:Added private chat. An official chat room has been added. Battlefields: Further customize the skin in stock. Hero:Another filter in the hero
rating.Added a special skin narration. Others:Download another image in post content. Added text selection in the community. 1.0.14.0 May 7, 2020 Home:· An equipment simulator icon is added to the dashboard. Logo simulator and equipment:· With simulators, you can customize any icons or builder you are interested in. Search:·
Added wallpaper and quick voice entry in the hero search result. Voice:· Ringtone definition added. Others:· Fix bugs. 1.0.13.1 April 29, 2020 Home:Additional icon, equipment and spelling entry on dashboard. So you can check icons, equipment, and information about general spells. Battlefields Page:Another battlefield analysis
page.Removed default skins from ownership skin list. Hero Page:Added hero price on the hero main page and price skins page skins. Others: Fix bugs. 1.0.12.0 April 21, 2020 Pay User Interface:· I added a new start page.· Improving UX. Wallpaper:· A filter is added in square wallpapers. · Added a full image in wallpaper wrapping click
to browse HD wallpaper.· Added landscape wallpapers in the wallpaper square. ESports:· An eSports schedule has been added on the home page. Rating:· In the new version, the Player rating will be filtered by Hero.Tool's favorites:· Other Sleep User Interface:· Fix bugs. 1.0.11.0 April 14, 2020 What's new:Added rating information in
battle history. Added favorites on the home page. Now you can add your interested hero to your favorites on the Hero page. Added to re-edit posts. If you find something wrong with your messages after delivery, now you can change it. More battlefields on the homepage. You can check the battles in your game from the home
page.Improving other UX. 1.0.10.0 April 9, 2020 Added Skins information on the Hero page. Improving other UX. 1.0.9.0 April 1, 2020 bug fix. Improves the user experience. 1.0.8.0 March 25, 2020 New home UI update. Added esports on the home page. Small fix and improvement on the entire user interface. Launch arrows, throw
fireballs, and swing a huge axe! Discover desktop theme fantasy and MMO pocket fairy tales mobile for free! Humanity's productivity is in serious jeopardy! – GamePro Get the glorious format to pick up and play mobile MMO format for free! Fairytale Pocket is Massive 3D multiplayer online role playing game (MMORPG). In this vast online
world, you'll join millions of actors from around the world on wild adventures in terrifying dungeons, cold mountain peaks and steaming swamps. Grab your magical bow and frozen chain armor and save altera's world from zombies, crocodiles, aliens, and more! What will you choose? Will you fight from Bohon Mahon to Toe as a mighty
Orsen warrior, launch arrows from a distance as an enthusiastic twitching straw, or throw mystical fireballs as a mysterious alban wizard? You can also choose and develop your favorite skills. Game features: - Real-time, 3D MMORPG - character creation, customization, and promotion - thousands of items, weapons, armor, and
equipment - play the same game on an Android mobile phone - countless hours of play if you enjoy Pocket Legends, you can also enjoy our sci-fi themed MMO title, Star Legends: Blackstar Chronicles! Trang chủ Sơp xếp Theo: Mới nhất T Nhiều nhất Home / Tools Apps / Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; &amp;
Windows Pc Tool developed by: ML: Pocket License: Free Score: 4.5/5 - 202 Votes Last updated: September 28, 2020 Version 1.1.32.0 Size 24M Release date September 28, 2020 Category Tools Apps Description: Official Mobile Legend:Bang Bang Guide! HD backgrounds and ... [Read more] Looking for a way to download Mobile
Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB &amp; Guide Tool for Windows 8/10/7 PC? Then you're in the right place. Continue reading this article to get to know how you can download and install one of the best mobile tool app legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; A tool for the computer. Most apps available in the Google Play Store or
the iOS Appstore Store are made exclusively for mobile platforms. But you know you can still use any of your favorite Android or iOS apps on your laptop even if the official version for the PC platform isn't available? Yes, they do exits some simple tricks you can use to install Android apps on a Windows PC and use them as you use on
Android smartphones. Here in this article, we list the different ways to download Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; A tool on your computer in a step-by-step guide. So before jumping into it, let's see the technical specifications of Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; Tool. Mobile Legends: Pocket -
Official MLBB &amp; Guide Computer Tools – Technical Specifications NameMobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; Tool Tool10,000+Developed byML: Pocket Crazy Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; The tool is at the top of the list of category tools and apps on Google Playstore. It has really good ratings
points and reviews. As of this, Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; The tool for Windows has over 10,000+ App installations and 4.5 stars average average user rating points. Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; Download Tool for Windows PC 8/10/7 Most apps today are only developed for the mobile
platform. Games and apps like PUBG, Subway Surfers, Snapseed, Beauty Plus, etc. are available for Android and iOS platforms only. But Android emulators allow us to use all these applications on the computer as well. So even if the official version of Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; Computer tool not available, you
can still use it with emulators. Here in this article, we're going to introduce you to two popular Android emulators that use Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; A tool on your computer. Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; Download Tool for Windows PC 10/8/7 – Method 1: Bluestacks is one of the coolest
and most widely used adoltor to run Android applications on a Windows PC. Bluestacks software is even available for Mac OS as well. We are going to use bluestacks using this method to download and install Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; A tool for a Windows 10/8/7 laptop. Let's start our step-by-step installation
guide. Step 1: Download the Bluestacks software from the link below, if you haven't installed it before – Download Bluestacks for PC Step 2: The installation procedure is quite simple and straight forward. After a successful installation, open the Bluestacks emulator. Step 3: The Bluestacks app may take some time to load. After you open
it, you'll see the Bluestacks home screen. Step 4: The Google Play Store comes preinstalled in bluestacks. On the home screen, find Playstore and double-click the icon to open it. Step 5: Find the app you want to install on your PC now. In our case look for mobile legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; A tool to install on your
computer. Step 6: Once you click the Install button, Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; A tool will be installed automatically on the Bluestacks. You can find the app under the list of apps installed in Bluestacks. Now you can just double-click the App icon in bluestacks and start using Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official
MLBB Guide &amp; App tools on your laptop. You can use the app the same way you use it on Android or iOS smartphones. If you have an APK file, then there is an option in bluestacks to import an APK file. You don't have to go to Google Playstore and install the game. However, it is recommended that you use the standard method for
installing Android applications. The latest version of Bluestacks comes with a lot of amazing features. Bluestacks4 is literally 6X faster than the Samsung Galaxy J7 smartphone. So using Bluestacks is the recommended way to install Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; A tool on your computer. You must have a minimal
configuration test to use in bluestacks. Otherwise, you may face charging problems when playing high quality games like PUBG Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; Download Tool for Windows PC 8/10/7 – Method 2: More Popular An emulator which has been gaining a lot of attention in recent times is playing MEmu. It's
super flexible, fast and exclusively designed for gaming purposes. Now let's see how to download Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB &amp; Guide A tool for a Windows 10 or 8 or 7 laptop using MemuPlay. Step 1: Download and install MemuPlay on your computer. Here's the download link for you – The Memu Play website. Open
the official website and download the software. Step 2: Once the emulator is installed, just open it and find Google Playstore App icon on Memuplay's home screen. Just double pat on it to open. Step 3: Now search for mobile legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; App tools on Google playstore. Find the official app from ML:
Pocket Key and click the Install button. Step 4: With successful installation, you can find Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; A tool on MEmu Play's home screen. MemuPlay is a simple and easy to use application. It is very light compared to the Bluestacks. As it is designed for gaming purposes, you can play high quality
games like PUBG, Mini Militia, Temple Run, etc. Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB &amp; Guide Computer Tool – Conclusion: Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; The tool has tremendous popularity with this simple but efficient interface. We have listed below two of the best methods to install Mobile Legends:
Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; A tool on your Windows PC laptop. The two atoms mentioned are popular for use in apps on your PC. You can follow any of these methods to get mobile legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; Tool for Windows 10 PC. We conclude this article on Mobile Legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide
&amp; Download a tool to your computer with it. If you have any queries or are dealing with any problems when installing emulators or mobile legends: Pocket - Official MLBB Guide &amp; Tool for Windows, notify us via comments. We'd be happy to help you! Official Mobile Legends:Bang Bang Guide! HD backgrounds and superhero
voices! Ingame Battle History and Analysis! Actors gather here and talk about M.I.B.B.! This is an official guide and assistant for mobile legends:Bang Bang Players. [Hero Information Collection here] you will find the latest and most luring hero information in ML: Pocket. Hero guides, videos, wallpapers .etc [Ingame battles]a full page to
show your game battle history. Come compete with your friends. [Wallpapers and voices] For the first time, ML official released HD wallpapers for free download. And the first time to deliver hero voices from MLBB [videos and news]explore which MLBB hero to use and how to use this app. You'll see a lot of wonderful videos and news. I
don't know what that means. A place to discover ML news, art and talk to other players. Players.
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